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Abstract—The problem of classifying electromyography signals in each ges-
ture occurs due to the use of a constant level of signal amplitude. This research 
presents an efficiency enhancement of electromyography signal classification in 
each gesture with machine learning. The performance efficiency of 5 models: 
SVM, RF, MLP, KNN, and Deep Leaning was compared. The signals were 
recorded by a low-cost signal sensor. Fist clenching and hand opening gestures 
were alternately performed every 5 second for 5 times each. Therefore, the total 
was 4,767 records divided into 3,274 records of hand opening gesture, 1,492 
records of fist clenching gesture and 4,833 records of wrist rotating gesture. The 
results showed that the MLP model was found to have the highest accuracy at 
81.45% for fist clenching and hand opening gestures. The Deep Learning model 
was found to have the highest accuracy at 89.03% for wrist rotating and hand 
opening gestures.
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1 Introduction

Electromyography, known as EMG, takes place when the nervous system sends sig-
nals to skeletal muscles to stimulate movement. The signals consist of many frequency 
components [1]. The brain of the handicapped with damaged forearm is still able to 
send nerve impulses to stimulate the muscles in the forearm [2]. The muscle strength 
is directly proportional to the level of electromyography signals [3] and the placement 
of the electrodes has the effect on the signal strength level and interference [4]. In 
addition, there are several variables that affect signal clarity. Highly efficient signal 
measuring devices are costly. Thus, the use of an inexpensive sensor combined with an 
ESP8266 microcontroller to record electromyography signals for the most performed 
gestures including fist clenching, wrist rotating, hand opening as well as machine learn-
ing to classify the recorded gestures were applied. Machine learning is applied to ges-
ture classification to enhance gesture recognition which is different from using signal 
amplitude to define gesture constants.
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2 Theories and related research

2.1 Electromyography

The degree of muscle tension is caused by intense stimulation. Muscles are made 
up of millions of thread-like muscle fibers. Contracted muscle fibers are caused by the 
action of mechanical neurons that transmit nerve impulses to such muscle fibers. At any 
time, a few relaxing muscle fibers appear to be contracting under a normal condition. 
The stimulation that occurs in the muscles is stimulated until the total response or some 
of the muscle responses are achieved [5], [6]. The whole muscle is responded, and it 
can show the transmission of mechanical nerve impulses in the spine to the muscles that 
need to move as shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. A process of electromyography signal transmission

2.2 Devices used

Sensor for measuring electromyography signals. The sensors used to measure 
electromyography signals are several ranging from 1 channel to 8 channels. The techniques 
used to process the signals differ. The types of electrodes used to measure the signals 
include The Myo Armband [7], MyoWare Muscle Sensor [18] and EMG Muscle Sensor 
Module. In this research, a basic and low-cost sensor was used. Therefore, the EMG 
Muscle Sensor Module [8] was selected. It is a sensor composed of an internal electronic 
circuit that measures original electromyography signals. It has an AC to DC conversion 
circuit and is optimized for analog-to-digital reading by a microcontroller [16]. An 
external power source is used for electromyography signal measurement. A non-high 
quality adhesive electrode is employed. The sensor has a micro-sensing metal that can 
be combined with ECG measurement and is suitable for electromyography signals with 
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low-quality reception that does not require multiple gesture recognition. There is also a 
signal wire connecting the electrode [9] to the sensor as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. EMG muscle sensor module

ESP8266 microcontroller. It is a compact microcontroller with processing features 
based on Tensilica L106 32-bit processor. The operating voltage is 2.5–3.6 V and the 
operating current is 80 mA. There is a port to connect to the GPIO for digital control 
operation to assign bit 0 or 1 to control all Internet of Things devices. It also supports 
analog-to-digital signal conversion with the resolution of 10 bits ADC. It has a port 
for generating a continuous signal 1 or 0 bit. The amplitude depends on a given period 
called PWM [10] which affects the control of a servo motor used to control arms. In 
addition, there is an antenna that supports Wi-Fi connectivity according to the IEEE 
802.11 b/g/n standard as shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. An ESP8266 microcontroller
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2.3 Supervised learning

The emphasis is on learning from previous data to create a model for predicting 
what will happen in the future. This can be divided into data Classification and data 
Regression. The two techniques are different in terms of answers to be predicted. That 
is, Classification predicts data with nominal values such as genders: male, female, or 
non-numeric values while Regression is used for numerical values only.

2.4 Machine learning by classification

This research applied Supervised Learning for data classification to classify ges-
tures. The 5 models were used as follows.

1. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
 This is a Supervised Learning method used for solving problems of classification 

and regression analysis which is similar to Logistic Regression (LR). The Support 
Vector Machine technique aims for data classification by dividing class of data apart. 
It can be used with both linear and non-linear equations. The advantages of SVM 
are follows. This model is efficient for classifying large dimensional data. Kernel 
function is used to convert data to higher dimensions, and it can classify ambiguous 
data effectively [11]. The principle is to find the linear with the largest margin that 
can divide the data into 2 classes in 2 dimensions to minimize prediction error and 
maximize the distance between the two groups as shown in Equation 1.

 (xi, yi), … , (xn, yn) when x e Rm, y e {+1, -1} (1)

 When
 (xi, yi), … , (xn, yn) are supervised samples.
 n is the amount of sample data
 m is the amount of input dimensions
 y is the result equal to +1 or −1
2. Random Forest (RF)
 This is a technique developed from the Decision Tree technique for regression anal-

ysis and classification. Random Forest Classification creates a prediction model in 
the form of Bootstrapping Ensemble of Decision Trees to assist prediction results. 
The correlation values between each Decision Tree are independent. Bootstrap 
learning data sets are randomly selected from the existing learning data sets. The 
randomly selected datasets might probably be re-selected to balance the amount of 
data between classes. Each Decision Tree randomly selects a dataset of features used 
in the prediction, making each tree unique according to the process of constructing a 
family tree consisting of Entropy and Gini. Then, the Majority Vote is used to assist 
the determination of the prediction results. The prediction results with the highest 
votes will be selected.

3. K Nearest Neighbor (KNN)
 This is a classification for categorizing data. It compares the considered data with 

other data to see how similar they are. If the considered data is closest to the data, 
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the system will respond as the closest data [12]. For determining K, the sample is 
defined to determine the distance by the number of K values as shown in Equation 2. 
Defining K is to determine the sample data used for consideration through compar-
ing the distance based on the amount of K [17] as shown in Equation 2.

 
dist p qk kk

n
� �

�� ( )2
1  

(2)

 When
 n is the amount of K or the amount of sample data,
 pk is the value of sample data at K
 pk is the value of data that the distance is measured.
4. Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)
 This is a model developed from Neural Networks that supports the learning of 

non-linear and highly complex data that can have multiple hidden layers, depending 
on the data complexity [13]. Electromyography signals are complex, so it requires 
this model. The structure of the model is illustrated as in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Shows operation process of MLP

 When
 Xn is input node when n contains N nodes
 ym is output node of hidden layer after adjusting nodes when m contains M nodes
 zj is adjusted output of output node layer when j contains J nodes
 tj is desired output that output node layer when j contains J nodes
 wnm is weight of linked linear between input layer and hidden layer
 wmj is weigh of linked linear between hidden layer and output layer
 e(q) is error of sample data
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5. Deep Learning: Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
 This is a model developed from Neural Networks where the weight is multiplied 

by the input from input layer, and all paths are connected and compared. However, 
CNN is a complex calculation. The convolution is combined with classification 
of electromyography signals. In-depth analysis is provided to extract key features 
within the model including 1D convolution, scaling, and data selection [14]. Details 
of structures of each model are shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Structure of deep learning
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2.5 Performance measurement of data classification models

Performance efficiency of data classification models [15] can be measured as follows.

1. Accuracy
 A measurement of the overall system accuracy between the actual and the predicted 

value. If the Accuracy is high, it means that the prediction is correct and is close to 
the actual value as in Equation 3.

 
Accuracy TP TN

TP TN FP FN
�

�
� � �  

(3)

 When
 TP is the predicted value that is predicted to be true which corresponds to the actual 

value.
 TN is the predicted value that is predicted to be false that corresponds to the actual 

value.
 FP is the predicted value that is predicted to be false that does not correspond to the 

actual value.
 FN is the predicted value that is predicted to be true that does not correspond to the 

actual value
2. Recall
 A measurement of completeness. This means that the ratio of the predicted value 

corresponds to the actual value from the total number of actual values. If the Recall 
value is high, that means the predicted value can be fully predicted and is close to the 
actual value as in Equation 4.

 
Recall TP

TP FN
�

�  
(4)

3. Precision
 A measurement of accuracy that is measured by the repeatability of the predicted 

values that correspond to the actual value. If the Precision is high, it means that the 
predicted value is accurate and is close to the true value as in Equation 5.

 
Precision TP

TP FP
�

�  
(5)

4. F1-Score
 The harmonic mean between Precision and Recall, when F1 is shown in Equation 6.
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3 Research methodology

This research aimed to record electromyography signals by using the sensor and to 
classify gestures by using Machine Learning technique. The 5 models were compared 
according to the operation process as follows.

Fig. 6. Operation process

3.1 Electromyography signal recording

Basic gestures including fist clenching and hand opening, wrist rotating, and hand 
opening gestures were defined. Fist clenching and hand opening gestures were alter-
nately performed every 5 second for 5 times each. The device used to record the elec-
tromyography signals was an electromyography signal sensor with low-cost adhesive 
electrode type, connected to 2 batteries of 9V external power supplies. It was oper-
ated with an ESP8266 microcontroller and was connected to a computer. The com-
munication was performed via URAT (Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter) 
protocol.

3.2 Machine learning and evaluation

The recorded signals were divided into teaching and testing parts. Cross-validation 
was performed for 10 times and was used to classify gestures of each signal from each 
model including 1. Support Vector Machine (SVM) 2. Random Forest Classifier (RF) 
3. K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) 4. Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and 5. Deep Learn-
ing: Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Hyperparameter tuning was performed in 
each model for the highest classification efficiency. The results of comparing classi-
fication efficiency of each model that gave the highest classification efficiency were 
achieved. The performance efficiency was measured thorough the prediction perfor-
mance indicators such as Accuracy, Recall, Precision and F1-Score.
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4 Results

The research recorded electromyography signals through the sensor. According 
to the tests, 4,767 records of fist clenching and hand opening gestures were recorded 
divided into 1,492 records of fist clenching and 3,274 records of hand opening gestures. 
In addition, 4,833 records of wrist rotating, and hand opening gestures were recorded 
divided into 1,479 records of wrist rotating and 3,353 records of hand opening as shown 
in Figures 7 and 8 respectively.

Fig. 7. Fist clenching and hand opening gestures

Fig. 8. Wrist rotating and hand opening gestures

The records were classified by Machine Learning using the 5 models. The results 
were compared, and the efficiency of the models were measured as shown in Tables 1 
and 2 respectively

Table 1. Comparison of classification efficiency of original electromyography 
signals for fist clenching and hand opening gestures
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According to the table, it was found that the Accuracy, the Precision, the Recall, and 
the F1-Score of original electromyography signals classified by the MLP model were 
the highest which were 81.45 %, 82.27%, 81.45%, 79.58% respectively.

Table 2. Comparison of classification efficiency of original electromyography 
signals for wrist rotating and hand opening gestures

According to the table, it was found that the Accuracy, the Precision, the Recall, 
and the F1-Score of original electromyography signals classified by the Deep Learning 
model were the highest which were 89.03 %, 81.62%, 88.82%, 84.34% respectively.

5 Conclusion

The study found that the Machine Learning efficiency of electromyography signal 
classification for fist clenching and hand opening gestures in overall was less effective 
than that of electromyography signal classification for wrist rotating and hand opening 
gestures by about 8%. This was because each record of fist clenching gesture had higher 
external noise than that of wrist rotating and hand opening gestures. This can be seen 
in Figures 7 and 8. To eliminate noise as much as possible in the future, a signal pro-
cessing study is proposed to reduce noise [19] and optimize classification efficiency by 
feature extraction [20]. Long-term problems can be solved by selecting more effective 
sensors to measure electromyography signals.
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